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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Structured reporting has many advantages over conventional narrative reporting and has been advocated for standard usage by radiologic societies and literature. Traditional structured reports though are often not tailored to the appropriate clinical situation, are generic, and can be overly constraining. Contextual reporting is an alternative method of structured reporting that is specifically related to the disease or examination indication. Herein, we create a library of 50 contextual structured reports for neuroradiologists and emphasize their clinical value over noncontextual structured reporting. These templates are located in the On-line Appendix, and a downloadable PowerScribe 360 file may be accessed at https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AlPUmfFAPZjkhFChF7vGK4Q5ldpF1T.

ABBREVIATIONS: MAGNIMS = Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Multiple Sclerosis; PHACE = posterior fossa malformations, hemangiomas, arterial anomalies, cardiac defects, and eye abnormalities

Recent literature and several radiology organizations advocate the use of structured templates as a new standard for radiology reporting.1-5 Structured reporting has many advantages over traditional free-text, narrative reporting, including improved consistency, increased clarity, decreased grammar and speech recognition errors, increased ability to mine data for research, and greater financial rewards.6-10 On the other hand, advantages of narrative or prose reporting include flexibility, personalization, and familiarity for radiologists. While structured reporting is not perfect, referring providers have expressed greater satisfaction with the implementation of structured reporting.8 Despite this impetus, there are few data that objectively demonstrate the added clinical value over narrative reporting.11

Not all structured reporting is created equally. Many of the published structured templates are technique- or examination-based.3 For example, in CT abdomen and pelvis imaging, structured reports are organized by a litany of organs.3 Similarly within neuroradiology, a sample published MR imaging brain template contains 16 anatomic items within the findings section, and nearly all the fields are filled in with “normal.”12 While these reports may be versatile, they do not guide the radiologist during image interpretation but simply provide fields to report in a “structured” fashion. In addition, some radiologists are reluctant to use structured reporting because they think that the reports are too generic or simplistic and often not appropriately tailored to the clinical scenario.13

Contextual Structured Reporting

Contextual reporting is an alternative method of structured reporting that is specifically related to the disease or examination indication. These disease-specific reports provide content focused on the clinical diagnosis or symptom, discuss appropriate differential diagnoses, and highlight pertinent positives and negatives. Contextual reports are flexible; pick lists can be created within the templates to permit different options for the radiologist. Depending on the reporting software, tiered concepts can also be managed to trigger other macros that can be inserted on the basis of specific keywords or selection of pick lists. Contextual reporting also does not preclude some free-text dictation within the appropriate contextual fields. No template can perfectly fit every clinical scenario; thus, contextual templates should not be overly restrictive. This feature is another negative that some radiologists have found with traditional structured reporting.14
Contextual structured reporting has only been applied to a handful of diseases, including pancreatic cancer, pulmonary embolism, pediatric Crohn disease, prostate cancer, rectal cancer, infertility, and interstitial lung disease. To the authors’ knowledge, contextual templates for multiple sclerosis, thyroid imaging, and head trauma are the only contextual structured reports developed within neuroimaging. The purpose of this article was to create a library of 50 contextual structured reports for neuroradiologists and emphasize their clinical value over non-contextual structured reporting through the use of selective imaging examples.

**Template Creation Process**

The contextual templates were created in a systematic process that spanned >1 year, which is similar to processes in other institutions. Our institution (Kaiser Permanente, Santa Clara, California) is part of a 21-hospital network comprising 300 radiologists, 50 of whom are neuroradiologists. Led by a committee chairperson, a committee search was initiated to identify radiologists interested and knowledgeable about structured reporting and informatics. The subspecialty regional leaders of neuroradiology within brain, neurovascular, head/neck, pediatric neuroradiology, and spine imaging were recruited. After the committee was created, common examination indications and diseases within neuroradiology were culled from examination data, and templates were drafted. For each template created, the committee members provided revisions and ensured that the templates contained content contextual to the disease process or examination indication. Following committee voting and approval, each of the templates was sent to a subspecialty clinician who was an expert in the specific topic to provide additional suggestions. Before template publication within our radiology dictation software (Radiator; Napa, California), the informatics leader of the committee coded the template, ensuring the templates were practical to use and creating pick list options when appropriate.

The templates were mapped to the procedural codes of our institution within the radiology information system, which are closely modeled after the current procedural terminology codes, with the exception of more granularity to permit more complex associations between the procedures and structured templates. This mapping permits the template to automatically load in the reporting software when the examination is opened for interpretation. The templates were then made available to all radiologists to use in clinical practice, and a hyperlink was inserted within the dictation software for users to provide suggestions for change, which were reviewed and revised when appropriate. To orient the radiologists with the contextual templates at the onset of deployment, the template committee gave a lecture on the types of templates developed, the advantages of contextual reporting, and reference to available imaging guides for certain templates.

For the purposes of this publication and to make the contextual templates easily accessible to other radiologists without our proprietary reporting software, the templates were also created in Nuance Powerscribe360 (Burlington, Massachusetts). A downloadable Powerscribe 360 file can be accessed here (https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AIUmAAXPzjkMFcH7vGKF4Q-vldpHT) and is compatible with versions 3.5 and 4.0.

**Contextual Structured Reporting Templates**

The advantages of contextual templates are 3-fold: They are individually tailored to the diagnosis, they ensure that all pertinent points are addressed in a checklist fashion, and they educate trainees by providing a systematic approach for clinical interpretation.

**Contextual Templates Individually Tailored to the Diagnosis**

**Multiple Sclerosis Screening.** Our institution abides by the Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Multiple Sclerosis (MAGNIMS) consensus guidelines for diagnostic and follow-up imaging. MR imaging criteria to establish disease dissemination in space are characterized as having at least 2 of the 5 findings: ≥3 periventricular lesions, ≥1 infratentorial lesion, ≥1 spinal cord lesion, ≥1 optic nerve lesion, and ≥1 cortical/juxtacortical lesion. These specific criteria render them suitable for a contextual template (Fig 1), one that is focused solely on multiple sclerosis and is supported by evidence-based medicine. This template is used in screening examinations with a unique imaging screening protocol to determine whether the patient has multiple sclerosis. At the end of the template, the MAGNIMS criteria are listed for a convenient reminder to the ordering provider. This contextual multiple sclerosis template addresses items similar to those in the previously reported multiple sclerosis templates, though the actual templates in these articles are not published for definite comparison.

**Multiple Sclerosis Follow-Up.** Evaluating disease progression or stability in the follow-up of multiple sclerosis can sometimes be cumbersome to the radiologist, especially when the disease burden is high. Because of this occasional difficulty, reporting can also be vexing. On the other hand, contextual reporting for multiple sclerosis has been anecdotally the easiest and most rapid template to fill out because it mainly focuses on the presence of new or active demyelinating lesions (Fig 2). Many of the fields can be quickly tabbed through, and a final report can often be crafted in a few minutes or less after reviewing the images.

**Head and Neck Cancer.** Reporting examinations for head and neck cancer warrant a thorough discussion of the primary tumor and nodal metastases. Contextual templates can assist with reporting by directing the radiologist to the pertinent findings relevant to staging by the American Joint Committee on Cancer. The template, which can be used for both MR imaging and CT, is divided into 2 sections: tumor and nodal characteristics (Fig 3), which provide the referring provider a clear and focused assessment. Also, by reporting in a systematic fashion, this template enables the radiologist to synthesize the findings and include the clinical staging in the impression section of the report. While some radiologists and institutions may not prefer to include the clinical staging within their radiology reports, it is still paramount to report all the pertinent positives and negatives so that the clinical stage can be established by the referring provider or within the hospital tumor board. As a final note, initially, contextual templates were created for each of the neck cancer sites; however, given the various presentations of each tumor and the several structures potentially...
involved in each case, the templates were found to be constraining and time-consuming to report. Therefore, a single neck cancer template was created to provide report uniformity but also radiologist reporting flexibility.

**Fetal Brain MR Imaging.** Fetal neuroimaging naturally poses unique items for the radiologist to inspect and report that are different from those in postnatal imaging. Contextual structured reports for fetal MR brain imaging consist of 3 main areas: fetal positioning, biometry, and brain parenchyma (On-line Fig 1). Many of the items can be quickly selected through pick list options, which is an inherent advantage of structured reporting. In the event of a major fetal anomaly, these findings can be added to the corresponding field.

**Contextual Templates Ensuring All Pertinent Points Addressed in a Checklist Fashion**

**Preoperative Sinus CT.** Detecting sinonasal variants is an important assessment on preoperative sinus CT before endoscopic surgery. Despite published literature on sinonasal variants, radiology reporting of these variants is highly variable. Consequently, some otolaryngologists are dissatisfied with radiology reporting in this setting and even caution other otolaryngologists not to rely on the radiology report to manage their patients. This reporting variability is likely, in part, attributed to the difficulty in remembering all the sinonasal variants. A contextual preoperative sinus template helps with this dilemma by providing a checklist approach to remind the user of all the pertinent points (Fig 4). Our group has also added a hyperlink in our dictation software with a concise imaging guide of all the described sinonasal variants for easy access while reporting.

**Preoperative Pituitary MR Imaging.** A presurgical checklist is also important in pituitary surgery because certain anatomic variants can greatly impact the surgical approach. A discussion of the pituitary lesion is common throughout radiology reporting, though anecdotal experience from our surgeon colleagues reveals that radiologists do not often re-

---

**FIG 1.** Contextual template for multiple sclerosis screening. The template is individually tailored to the diagnosis of multiple sclerosis and is evidence-based, abiding by MAGNIMS criteria.

**FIG 2.** Contextual template for multiple sclerosis follow-up. Because the template focuses on items germane to the clinical indication, reporting can be accomplished rapidly, permitting quick tabbing through the fields.
port anatomic variants in this setting. Similar to the presurgical sinus CT template, a contextual pituitary template can establish a checklist reminder for the interpreting radiologist (On-line Fig 2).

Anatomic variants discussed within the template include the following: aberrant vasculature such as persistent trigeminal artery, a narrowed intercarotid distance, sphenoid sinus pneumatization, and the intersphenoid septum. In the event that these items are not well evaluated on the interpreting MR imaging, review of prior imaging can usually provide confirmation, if available. Depending on the surgeon’s preference, the extent of the pituitary lesion, and the patient anatomy, a neuronavigation CT can be performed afterward. Nonetheless, these items within the contextual MR imaging template can provide an initial framework for the surgical approach. For this template, our institution also created a short summary guide of the anatomic variants accessible within the dictation software to aid the interpreting radiologist.

**Trigeminal Neuralgia.** The imaging work-up of trigeminal neuralgia necessitates careful inspection for pathologies extending from the brain stem to the mandible. A contextual template facilitates this detailed evaluation in a succinct manner. The radiologist will remember where to identify potential causes, and the referring provider will be satisfied that the main diagnostic causes were assessed. Conversely, traditional free text or noncontextual structured templates could omit commentary on important elements and could also address unnecessary items, thereby cluttering the report. Figure 5 highlights this difference using a non-contextual structured template versus a contextual template for trigeminal neuralgia.

**Contextual Templates Educate Trainees by Providing a Systematic Approach for Clinical Interpretation**

**Developmental Delay, Dementia, and Pulsatile Tinnitus.** Certain entities, such as developmental delay, dementia, and pulsatile tinnitus, have several common etiologies that the radiologist must...
systematically inspect on imaging. Without a reference or guide, it is foreseeable that trainees may not be able to identify the important findings for these entities and synthesize them into a cohesive process. Contextual templates satisfy this need by serving as an adjunct guide to the attending radiologist. In fact, the instructing radiologist can teach trainees a systematic diagnostic approach to such cases with the template viewed in tandem with the imaging (Fig 6 and Online Figs 3 and 4). The contextual templates will help reinforce knowledge that trainees need for their careers and board examinations.

This method will also educate trainees on reporting. It has been reported that radiology residents receive no more than 1 hour of didactic instruction in radiology reporting per year.29 Contextual templates can help with this deficient teaching by providing trainees with a solid foundation on effective radiology reporting.

Last, contextual templates that emphasize a systematic approach to interpretation can help mitigate the cognitive bias of "satisfaction of search."30 This error occurs when a radiologist identifies a finding and overlooks additional findings due to complacency. Contextual reporting will remind the user to look at all described entities regardless of whether 1 finding is already identified.

**Contextual Templates for “Bread and Butter” Neuroradiology**

Many examinations in neuroradiology are performed for routine conditions such as stroke CT, low back pain, and cervical radiculopathy. We created templates for these 3 entities as well (Online Figs 5–7).

---

**FIG 4.** Value of a contextual template for preoperative sinus CT. A, Axial contrast-enhanced fat-suppressed T1-weighted image shows diffuse paranasal sinus opacification, with nonenhancement in the right sphenoid sinus (arrow), compatible with invasive sinusitis. Preoperative sinus CT imaging was performed (B) and shows a dehiscent right carotid canal (arrow) that could have been overlooked without a contextual template (C). Remembering all the sinus variants can be difficult, but a contextual template can aid in this dilemma by providing a checklist approach. To improve education and usage of this template, a hyperlink can be added to the dictation software with imaging examples showing these sinonasal variants.

---

**FINDINGS:**

**SINUS INFLAMMATORY DISEASE:**

...

**SINUS ANATOMY/VARIANTS:**

*Carotid and optic canals are not dehiscent.*

Sphenoid septum [does not insert] onto the carotid canal.

[No evidence][Evidence] of Keros type III cribiform plate (lateral lamella 8–16 mm). [No cribiform plate asymmetry.]

Anterior ethmoid canals [do not traverse] through the ethmoid air cells.

[Lamina papyracea are intact.][There is a remote medial orbital wall fracture with prolapse of orbital fat into the [left][right] ethmoid sinus.]

[No evidence of sphenoid (Onodi) cell.][Sphenoid (Onodi) cell on the [left][right] with the optic nerve coursing through it.]

[No evidence of infraorbital ethmoid (Haller) cell.][Infraorbital ethmoid (Haller) cell on the left[right] that narrows the infundibulum.]

[No concha bullosa.][Concha bullosa present.]

**OTHER:** [None.]

**IMPRESSION:**

[Normal CT sinus.]

---
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Additional Contextual Templates

In addition to the listed templates in this article, several other contextual templates were created (On-line Appendix). We made the following contextual adult brain MR imaging templates: routine brain, stroke/TIA, headache, epilepsy, sella, orbits, cranial nerves III-IV-VI, cranial nerve VII, hearing loss, vestibular schwannoma follow-up, cholesteatoma, skull base, paranasal sinus, and temporomandibular joints. We created the following:

**FINDINGS:**
- **Extra-axial spaces:** Normal in size and morphology for the patient’s age.
- **Intracranial hemorrhage:** None.
- **Ventricular system:** Normal in size and morphology for the patient’s age.
- **Basal cisterns:** Normal.
- **Cerebral parenchyma:** Normal.
- **Midline shift:** None.
- **Cerebellum:** Normal.
- **Brainstem:** Normal.
- **Calvarium:** Normal.
- **Vascular system:** Normal. Normal flow voids, without atheroma, occlusion, or dissection.
- **Paranasal sinuses and mastoid air cells:** Clear.
- **Visualized orbits:** Normal.
- **Visualized upper cervical spine:** Normal.
- **Sella:** Normal.
- **Skull base:** There is abnormal enhancement within the right cavernous sinus, foramen rotundum, and foramen ovale.
- **Marrow:** Normal.

**IMPRESSION:**
Abnormal enhancement within the right cavernous sinus, foramen rotundum, and foramen ovale, compatible with perineural spread of tumor from skin cancer.

**FINDINGS**
- **TRIGEMINAL NERVE**
- **Vascular Loop:** Absent.
- **Posterior Fossa Mass:** Absent.
- **Pons:** No mass, acute infarct, or demyelinating lesion.
- **Perineural Enhancement:** Abnormal enhancement within the right foramen rotundum and foramen ovale.
- **Cavernous Sinus:** Abnormal enhancement on the right.
- **Mandible:** Enhancement and enlargement of the right inferior alveolar nerve.
- **Muscles of Mastication:** Right-sided denervation atrophy.
- **REMAINING BRAIN PARENCHYMA:** No acute infarct or hemorrhage. No mass effect or herniation.
- **VENTRICLES/EXTRA-AXIAL SPACES:** No hydrocephalus or extra-axial fluid collections.

**IMPRESSION:**
1. Abnormal enhancement within the right cavernous sinus, foramen rotundum, foramen ovale, and inferior alveolar nerve, compatible with perineural spread of tumor from skin cancer.
2. Denervation atrophy of the right muscles of mastication.
CLINICAL HISTORY: 6 wk old, term, developmental delay, microcephaly, seizures

FINDINGS:

BRAIN PARENCHYMA: No acute infarct or hemorrhage. Markedly enlarged caudate with absent internal capsule, resulting in fused striata bilaterally.

CORTEX: Bifrontal band heterotopias are seen as well as bioccipital pachygyria.

SULCATION: Delayed for age.

WHITE MATTER: Reduced volume. Myelination is delayed for age.

CORPUS CALLOSUM: Thinned.

VENTRICLES: Enlarged.

CEREBELLM: Hypoplastic.

VERMIS: Hypoplastic.

BRAINSTEM: Hypoplastic pons.

MRS:

NAA:choline ratio: Normal.

Lactate Peak: Absent.

IMPRESSION:

Combination of abnormal basal ganglia, malformations of cortical development, microcephaly, and a small cerebellum/brainstem are compatible with a tubulopathy.

FIG 6. Contextual template for developmental delay. A, Axial T2-weighted image of the brain shows fused corpus striata (arrows) and bifrontal band heterotopia (arrowheads). B, Sagittal T1-weighted image shows a hypoplastic corpus callosum, pons, and cerebellum. The contextual template (C) arrives at the rare diagnosis of a tubulopathy by systematically inspecting each of the important structures in a patient with developmental delay and synthesizing them together. This method aids in diagnosis and can also teach trainees how to approach challenging cases.

contextual pediatric brain MR imaging templates: routine brain; fast protocol; epilepsy; and posterior fossa malformations, hemangiomas, arterial anomalies, cardiac defects, and eye abnormalities (PHACE syndrome). Contextual MR imaging neck templates included neck pain/swelling, cancer follow-up, and Horner syndrome. Contextual spine templates included the following: multiple sclerosis initial and follow-up, brachial and lumbosacral plexus, tethered cord, drop metastases, thoracic pain, and sagittal screening MR imaging. CT head contextual templates included the following: acute injury/ischemia, sinus, temporal bone, preoperative cochlear implant, CT angiogram head/neck, and CT venogram. 4D parathyroid adenoma and neck pain/swelling contextual templates were created for the CT neck category.

Analysis of Contextual Templates

To test the qualitative benefits of our contextual structured reports, we anonymously surveyed referring providers and radiologists in our hospital network (Tables 1 and 2). Referring providers consisted of neurologists, otolaryngologists, radiation oncologists, and neurosurgeons. Ninety-three percent of surveyed providers favored the contextual structured reports (either strongly agreed or agreed). Ninety-five percent of providers thought the pertinent findings were easy to understand, and 96% thought the impression was easy to understand. When asked how the reports compared with traditional narrative reporting, 83% preferred the contextual structured reports. In an optional commentary section of the survey, some providers highly praised our effort at standardization and uniformity, and other providers were pleased that certain important elements relevant to a specific disease process were always addressed, limiting second opinion communications.

For the survey of radiologists, both neuroradiologists and non-neuroradiologists were surveyed regarding contextual neuroradiology structured reports because non-neuroradiologists interpret a small percentage of neuroradiology examinations in our hospital network. Sixty-five percent of surveyed radiologists favored the contextual reports, while 24% were neutral and 11% were dissatisfied. Sixty percent thought the contextual templates made reporting more thorough and relevant for complex entities, 55% wanted contextual reports to be created for other radiology subspecialties, and 53% thought that the contextual reports made their reporting more efficient. When asked if he or she thought radiology report standardization was necessary, 66% of respondents agreed.

In our study, the referring providers’ satisfaction was greater than radiologists’ satisfaction, which has also been witnessed in other publications. One of these publications surveyed 265 academic radiologists from the United States, and only 60% were
Most radiologists who believed in report standardization also favored contextual reports. Eighty-eight percent of those respondents who favored report standardization, the survey third did not favor the contextual reports. By filtering the data to one-third of respondents did not favor report standardization, and one-third were not in favor of the contextual reports because they were also satisfied with structured reports, whereas 27% were neutral and 13% were dissatisfied. We suspect that some of our radiologists were not in favor of the contextual reports because they were also not in favor of report standardization: Approximately one-third of respondents did not favor report standardization, and one-third did not favor the contextual reports. By filtering the data to those respondents who favored report standardization, the survey question percentages markedly improved. Eighty-eight percent of radiologists favored contextual reporting, 80% thought the contextual reports increased their efficiency. This potential limitation to contextual structured reporting is the phenomenon of “eye dwell,” in which the radiologist is inclined to keep his or her eye on the report template rather than the images.6

Structured templates, theoretically, these reports can also be signed quickly in the setting of normal examination findings, but the content is less meaningful.

We also observed a unique advantage of contextual reporting with contextual templates for complex entities, 79% wanted contextual reports to be created for other radiology subspecialties (eg, body, musculoskeletal, and so forth). The default values within each template field were established when each template was created. With regard to noncontextual structured templates, theoretically, these reports can also be signed quickly in the setting of normal examination findings, but the content is less meaningful.

Contextual reporting and our article have limitations. One potential limitation to contextual structured reporting is the phenomenon of “eye dwell,” in which the radiologist is inclined to keep his or her eye on the report template rather than the images. We believe that this issue can occur in all structured reporting but should resolve with time after the radiologist becomes more accustomed to the template. Another limitation is when a patient has 2 disease entities, making it difficult to choose which contextual template to follow. In these cases, the single best template can be used and supplemented with additional content either in the “Other” section of the report or by inserting phrases from another template. With regard to the article, we did not measure radiologists’ compliance in using the templates. While we encourage and advocate the use of the aforementioned templates, we are unable to force radiologists to use a specific template at our institution.

**Future Directions**

Because this proof of concept was favorable with the neuroradiology contextual templates, our group is planning to develop contextual templates for other radiology subspecialty diseases. Our group believes that contextual reporting is the next generation of structured reporting.

Contextual reporting could theoretically have a substantial role in data tracking and machine learning. Because contextual reports are disease-specific and structured, common data elements can be gathered from the reports so that computers can read and understand the content. These natural language-pro-
cessing techniques could permit data extraction to populate national registries and aid research. Furthermore, contextual reports could also potentially be the framework for computer-generated reports if machine learning can reliably interpret certain radiologic examinations. Further studies are needed to substantiate these ideas.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Contextual reporting is a method of structured reporting specifically related to the disease or examination indication. Contextual templates are individually tailored to the diagnosis, they ensure all pertinent points are addressed in a checklist fashion, and they educate trainees by providing a systematic approach for clinical interpretation. The included library of neuroradiology contextual templates can help neuroradiologists transition to a new method of structured reporting.
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